gaigaon, Kamrup

s in Assam has
h people in 26

South Salmara, Goalpara, Kamrup, Kamrup
(Metro), Morigaon, Nagaon, Golaghat,
Jorhat, Majuli, Sivasagar, Dibrugarh,
Tinsukia, Karbi Anglong and West Karbi

Salmara, 1.30 lakh in Dhemaji, 1.18 lakh in
Golaghat, 1.13 lakh in Darrang, 1.12 lakh in
Bongaigaon, 92,000 people in Lakhimpur,
83,000 in Nalbari, 82,000 in Morigaon,

have been submerged by flood waters and
173 anti-poaching camps out of 223 camps
in the park are currently under water.
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of them were found to be positive. Top leaders who
tested positive include organisational general
secretary Nagendra and state general secretary
Devesh Kumar. Party state vice president Rajesh
Verma and former MLC Radha Mohan Sharma have
also tested positive. Report of three staff working at
the state BJP headquarter have also come positive.
The district administration has sealed the BJP office
after party leaders and staff tested positive for the
virus.The administration has also declared the BJP
office located on the Beer Chand Patel Marg as a
containment zone.The district administration will
soon start sanitisation of the BJP office.In the run up
to the assembly elections, BJP office in Patna
witnessed massive crowding over the last few days
as several public meetings are taking place almost
every day. Ticket seekers for elections are also
thronging the BJP office on a regular basis.

positive on June 20. The data
administrator of UP 112 worked
tirelessly from his hospital bed
and managed to restore the
helpline call centre’s operations
within 48 hours.After gaining
remote access to the server,
Gupta managed to redirect the
calls to different centres across
UP and sort the clogging of
server lines that were choked
with a huge number of
unanswered calls.
Around June 23, only a few calls
on the UP helpline number went
through as only some of the
lines were functioning. Most of
the technical team was in
hospital. This is when the ADG
c a l l e d f o r a n e m e rg e n c y
meeting, which was also
attended by only a few members
of the team, said the report.This
is when Brajesh Gupta stepped
in and made himself available
round-the-clock and took
control of the systems remotely
through his laptop.Brajesh
Gupta, his wife and two minor
children have also tested
positive for coronavirus. They
were released after undergoing
treatment for 17 days.

week on the 14th of July. The succeeding episodes of this
saga will be released in due course on other exclusive
digital streaming platforms which are to be announced.
The future episodes will also feature a few local icons, who
are bound to enthrall audiences with their performances.
Apart from the Specter series slated for release, Zen Film
Productions also has many projects in the pipeline, one of
which is a short film that sheds light on a frontliner’s life
during the pandemic. “I am really excited for all these new
projects, as these are not only unique in their approach,
but are sure to be popular with audiences of all ages”,
says Zenofar.
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NOTICE

I Shubhangi Sanjay Kamble wife of
number 2488696W RANK-HAV/ CLK
KAMBLE SANJAY SHAMRAO, UNIT 19
PUNJAB REGT, C/o, 56 APO Permanent
Resident of Prem Nagar Colony, Chawl No
10, Room No 226, Coco Cola Company,
Near Dr. AB Road Worli Naka Mumbai400018, (MH) Do hereby declare that in my
husband’s service records Army Part-II Order
my name was wrongly erroneously entered
recorded as Shubhangi instead of correct
name Shubhangi Sanjay Kamble and correct
date of birth 22/05/1974. Now I am applying
for the said correction in my husband service
records. objection if any may be conveyed to
the concerned authorities with in 7 days from
the date of publication of this notice.
Sd/Shubhangi Sanjay Kamble (Wife)

their pathetic condition while struggling
PUBLICE NOTICE
for a survival. Though business and
Member OF PUBLIC TO TAKE Notice that Mr.
Hemchandra
T. Petigara and Smt. Jayashree
industry is dependent on migrant labor,
Petigara was member of Evershine Classique
PUBLIC NOTICE
Co-op.
Hsg
Society
Ltd., having address at
it is paid less, works longer and harder,
To whomsoever it may concern that Flat
Evershine City, Village Manikpur, Vasai East,
No. 302, B wing, third ﬂoor, in the building
Taluka Vasai, Dist Palghar, and holding Flat
and is more flexible than local labor.
No.701, in D wing, on Seventh Floor, in
Nadbrahma co-op, Hsg Soc. Ltd., at S. No.
DALAL STREET INVESTMENTS LIMITED
Evershine Classique Co-op. Hsg. Society Ltd.
63A, H. No. 2, CTS No. 1790, village
Though, in many parts of the world, such
WHEREAS Mr. Hemchandra T. Petigara exRegd Office: 301, Chintamani Apartment, 1478,
Dhovali, Tal - Vasai, Dist - Palghar, stands in
pired on 21.10.2019 and Smt. Jayashree
Sadashiv Peth, Pune-411030.
a precarious migrant workforce travels
the names of Mr. Prakash Govind
Petigara expired on 18.02.2020. WHEREAS
Mumbai Office: 6C, Sindhu House, Nanabhai Lane,
Nachankar & Mrs. Suchita Prakash
my clients 1) Mrs. Manisha Ajay Sood,
2) Mrs.
NOTICE
Flora
Fountain, Fort,
accused.Two
rifles
of Mumbai-400001.
UP Police looted
Deepika Hemchandra Petigara 3) Mrs.
rrested across national borders, in India, it is a
I Sakshi Sanjay Kamble Daughter of Nachankar. Now, Late Mr. Prakash Govind
Tel: 22024555, Email id:ambush
info@dalalstreetinvestments.com,
have also been
Surekha Satyajit Suvarna and 4) Mrs.during
Bhavana the Kanpur
Number 2488696W RANK-HAV / CLK Nachankar is dead & we, 1) Suchita Prakash
CIN No:L65990PN1977PLC141282,
recovered
after
the
arrest of Shashikant.The
huge internal migrant force traversing
Philipose have applied for transfer and
comDubey aide,
KAMBLE
SANJAY SHAMRAO, UNIT 19 Nachankar (wife), 2) Akshata Prakash
also saidwww.dalalstreetinvestments.com
that police have managed
to
plete the procedure in respect of saidADG
Flat.
PUNJAB REGT, C/o, 56 APO Permanent Nachankar (daughter), 3) Akshay Prakash
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the gang
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o is a coResident of Prem Nagar Colony, Chawl No Nachankar (son), are only legal heirs to him.
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is
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for
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other
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named
nt Kumar said
ofonthese migrants — about 100 million
in total — work seasonally and circulate
between their rural homes and faraway
work sites for a part of the year. Of
course, it has not severed relations with
their native villages where they go in
vacation for farming. Workers treated the
worst often come from regions of India
like Jharkhand, Odisha or Chhattisgarh
which have long suffered a form of
internally oppressive structures as their
indigenous wealth — minerals, forests,
xorbitant fee being charged by private hospitals,
other natural resources — has been
such actions
as "anti-people and anti-national"
extracted by outsiders, leaving little but
high levels of poverty for the locals.
CHANGE OF NAME
CHANGE OF NAME
The hardest work in the worst living
I JOSE CIRILO COELHO HAVE
I MOHAMMED EASA MOHAMMED
conditions is done by India’s historically
CHANGED MY NAME TO CYRIL JOE
GUDUBA R/O ROOM NO 403 CWING
COELHO AS PER MAHARASHTRA
disadvantaged minorities. Dalits and
4TH FLOOR SADA BAHAR CHS LTD
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE NO. (MMUSLIM NAGAR 60FEET ROAD
Adivasis are overly represented as
207982) DATED 09/07/2020.
DHARAVI MUMBAI 17 HAVE
seasonal labor migrants; they make up
I MR. ZULFIKAR KARIMBHAI
CHANGED MY NAME TO MOHAMMED
LADJIBHAI PRASLA HAVE
more than forty percent of the seasonal
EASA GUDUBA SHAIKH.
CHANGED MY NAME TO MR.
migrant workforce even though they are
I,SHAIKH ARFAN MOHAMMAD
ZULFIKAR KARIM PRASLA AS PER
EASA.S/O MOHAMMED EASA
AFFIDAVIT DATED 13/07/2020.
only twenty five percent of the population.
MOHAMMED GUDUBA R/O ROOM NO
I MOHAMMED KHAN HAVE
Whether in the tea plantations of Kerala,
403, 4TH FLOOR, C WING, SADA
CHANGED MY NAME TO
BAHAR CHS, MUSLIM NAGAR, 60
chemical industrial factories of Tamil
MOHAMMAD  KHAN AS PER DOCUFEET ROAD, DHARAVI, MUMBAI 17
MENT.
Nadu or road-building in Himachal
HAVE CHANGED NAME TO
I KUBADIA GIRISHKUMAR BHANJI
Pradesh, we found the cheapest and
MOHAMMED ARFAN SHAIKH.
HAVE CHANGED MY NAME TO
GIRISH BHANJIBHAI KUBADIA AS
most exploited workers were low caste
I HINGORA MOHD.MUZAMMIL
PER DOCUMENT.
RIZWAN S/O, HINGORA RIZWAN
and tribal seasonal migrants from the
I
KHANDOR
BHAVNABEN
AHMED R/O B305, TAHOORA MANcentral and eastern Indian forested belts,
MOHANLAL HAVE CHANGED MY
SION, NEAR MADINA MANZIL, SV
NAME TO BHAVNA GIRISH
doing work that even local Adivasis
ROAD, GOREGOAN WEST, MUMBAI
KUBADIA AS PER DOCUMENT.
400104 HAVE CHANGED MY NAME
and Dalits were moving away from. All
I PANKAJKUMAR JAYSUKHBHAI
TO HINGORA MUZAMMIL RIZWAN
SHAH HAVE CHANGED MY NAME
these migrant workers are subject to
FOR ALL PURPOSES.
TO PANKAJ JAYSUKHLAL SHAH AS
the stigmas of caste and region, treated
I HAVE CHANGED MY NAME FROM
PER DOCUMENT.
ASHPAK BABU SHAIKH TO ASHPAK
asjungli (filthy or savage), including by
WE PANKAJ JAYSUKHLAL SHAH
GADKARI AS PER MAHARASHTRA
AND
RIDDHI
PANKAJ
SHAH
HAVE
the local workforce.
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE REGISCHANGED OUR MINOR CHILD’S
Fifth, these seasonal migrant workers
TRATION NUMBER (M–202412)
NAME FROM PARIT PANKAJKUMAR
SHAH
TO
PARIT
PANKAJ
SHAH
AS
are, in turn, supported by a further
I HAVE CHANGED MY NAME FROM
PER DOCUMENT.
RAVINDER KUMAR DOGRA TO
invisible economy — the household.
I SABINA IMTIAZ SHAIKH HAS
RAVINDER MANN AS PER
Seasonal migrants can only be workers
CHANGED MY NAME TO SHABINA
MAHARASHTRA GAZETTE NO (MASHFAQ KHAN AS PER DOCU207732)
because of all the work undertaken
MENT DATED 13/07/2020.
I HAVE CHANGED MY NAME FROM
across generations at home, including
I HAVE CHANGED MY NAME FROM
SHAFIQA KHURSHID ANWAR SYED
PARISTH
SANTOSH
KHEDEKAR
TO
care provided by the spouse, children,
TO SHAFIQUA BANO KHURSHID
PARIKSHIT SANTOSH KHEDEKAR
siblings and elderly parents.But there
ANWAR SYED AS PER DOCUMENTS.
AS PER AFFIDAVIT DATED
14.07.2020
is also a silver lining to the impact of
I HAVE CHANGED MY NAME FROM
SHAFIQUA KHURSHID ANWAR
I,
UMARALLA
BAKASH
SHAIKH
Covid-19. It brought together thousands
HAVE CHANGED MY NAME TO
SYED TO SHAFIQUA BANO
to provide relief for stranded migrant
UMAR ALLAHBAKSH SHAIKH AS
KHURSHID ANWAR SYED AS PER
PER MAHARASHTRA GOVT. GADOCUMENTS.
workers, find temporary shelters, and
ZETTE NO. (M-19170163)
WE ABDUL AZIZ SHAIKH & FARIDA
provide basic amenities. Journalists,
I, ZARINA MOHAMMED EASA R/O
ABDUL AZIZ SHAIKH (PARENTS)
scholars and activists documented their
ROOM NO 403 CWING 4TH
HAVE CHANGED THE NAME OF
FLOOR SADA BAHAR CHS LTD
flight.
OUR MINOR DAUGHTER FROM
MUSLIM NAGAR 60FEET ROAD

ce arrests another Vikas Dubey aide, hunt on
for 11 others in Kanpur ambush case
th

DHARAVI MUMBAI-17 HAVE
CHANGED MY NAME TO ZARINA
MOHAMMED EASA SHAIKH

SUMAYA ABDUL AZIZ SHAIKH TO
SUMAIYA ABDUL AZIZ SHAIKH AS
PER DOCUMENT.

NOTICE

I Aniket Sanjay Kamble Son of number
2488696W RANK-HAV/CLK KAMBLE
SANJAY SHAMRAO, UNIT 19 PUNJAB
REGT, C/o, 56 APO Permanent Resident of
Prem Nagar Colony, Chawl No 10, Room
No 226, Coco Cola Company, Near Dr. AB
Road Worli Naka Mumbai-400018, (MH)
Do hereby declare that in my father service
records Army Part-II Order my name was
wrongly erroneously entered recorded as
Aniket instead of correct name Aniket
Sanjay Kamble and correct date of birth
20/12/2001. Now I am applying for the said
correction in my father service records.
objection if any may be conveyed to the
concerned authorities with in 7 days from
the date of publication of this notice.
Sd/-

Aniket Sanjay Kamble (son)

PUBLICE NOTICE

NOTICE IS given on behalf of my client MR.
JAGDISH V. SHAH who is the owner of Gala
No.12-A, Ground Floor, SHREENATH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE PREMISES CO-OP. SOC.
LTD., Near Gopi Mahal Hotel, Navghar Road,
Bhayandar (E), Tal. & Dist. Thane-401105.
However, my client has lost the original Builder
agreement dated 01.05.1978 executed between M/S. SHREENATH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE & MR. ASHRAF M. KALYANWALA. If any
person having any claim in respect of the above
said agreement dated 01.05.1978 by way of
sale, exchange, charge, gift, trust inheritance
possession, lease, mortgage, lien or otherwise
howsoever they/she/he is requested to inform
me and the under signed in writing within 14
days of this notice together with supporting
documents, failing which the client of such person if any will be deemed to have been waive
and no claim thereafter shall be entertained
and it shall be assumed that the title of the said
Gala premises is clear and marketable.
R.L. Mishra
Advocate, High Court, Mumbai
Off. No.23, 1st Floor, Sunshine Height,
Near Railway Station, Nallasopara (E),
Dist. Palghar-401209.

CHANGE OF NAME
I HAVE CHANGED MY NAME FROM
ABDUL ALI MOHD ALI SAYED TO
ABDUL MOHMMED ALI SAYYED AS
PER ID
I RIYAZUDDIN SHAFIUDDIN HAVE
CHANGED MY NAME TO
RIYAZUDDIN SHAFIUDDIN SHAIKH
AS PER DOCUMENTS
I AHMED HAYATULLAH KHAN HAVE
CHANGED MY NAME TO AHMED
HUSSAIN HAYATULLAH KHAN AS
PER DOCUMENTS
I KHAN SHABEENA BANO
HAYATULLAH HAVE CHANGED MY
NAME TO SHABEENA HAYATULLAH
KHAN AS PER DOCUMENTS
I ANTHONY STEPHEN LONAPPAN
CHTILAPILLY HAVE CHANGED MY
NAME TO ANTHONY STEPHEN
LONAPPAN CHITHLAPALLY AS PER
DOCUMENTS
I HAVE CHANGED MY NAME FROM
ABDUL RAZAK LAL MOHMMAD
PATHAN TO RAZAK LAL MOHAMMED
PATHAN AS PER DOCUMENT.
I HAVE CHANGED MY NAME FROM
MOHAMMED IMRAN MOHAMMED
ISMAIL TO IMRAN MOHAMMED
ISMAIL SHAIKH AS PER DOCUMENT.
I HAVE CHANGED MY NAME FROM
MOHAMED ASHRAF SAGEER
AHMED KHAN TO MOHAMMAD
ASHRAF KHAN AS PER DEED POLL.
I HAVE CHANGED MY NAME FROM
BABY TARANNUM MOHAMED
ASHRAF KHAN TO BEBY TARANNUM
MOHAMED ASHRAF KHAN AS PER
DEED POLL.
I HAVE CHANGED MY NAME FROM
MUDASSIR ARIF PENWALA TO
MUDASSIR MOHAMMED ARIF
PENWALA AS PER DOCUMENTS.
I HAVE CHANGED MY NAME FROM
MUDASSIR PENWALA TO MUDASSIR
MOHAMMED ARIF PENWALA AS PER
DOCUMENTS
I HAVE CHANGED MY NAME FROM
.MUDASSIR ABDUL SATTAR
PENWALA
TO
.MUDASSIR
MOHAMMED ARIF PENWALA AS PER
DOCUMENTS.
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